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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2019 examination series.

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but they do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied.

Please always refer to the specification http://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/beta/gcse-history-b-schools-history-
project-j411-from-2016 for full details of the assessment 
for this qualification. These exemplar answers should 
also be read in conjunction with the sample assessment 
materials and the June 2019 Examiners’ report or Report 
to Centres available from Interchange https://interchange.
ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2020. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
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Question 1(a) (b) and (c)

Exemplar 1 (High) 3 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate has given one word/phrase responses which are accurate. There is no need for candidates to write sentences or 
paragraphs; one word or phrase are sufficient to secure the marks. All of the responses for this candidate are accurate and therefore 
the candidate is given 3 marks in total for these gateway questions.
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Question 2

Exemplar 1 6 marks
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Examiner commentary
The candidate begins their response by identifying a valid component of Big Business 1877-1900 which is bonanza farms. At this 
point the candidate would reach Level 1 for a valid identified point. They move into Level 2 when they describe the impact this had 
on independent farms, as this shows understanding of the 2nd order concept of change the candidate can move into Level 2. They 
have accurate and specific knowledge of big business and organise their summary around the second order concept of change 
despite not stating the word ‘change’ explicitly. The candidate then goes onto identify tobacco and cotton as another example of big 
business however their supporting summary is based around slavery which is not applicable to the time period and therefore the 
candidate remains at Level 2, 6 marks. 

Exemplar 2 8 marks
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Examiner commentary
The candidate also begins their response by identifying a valid component of Big Business 1877-1900 which is bonanza farms. At 
this point the candidate would reach Level 1 for a valid identified point. They move into Level 2 when they describe the impact 
this had on small farms, as this shows understanding of the 2nd order concept of change. The candidate’s second paragraph then 
identifies coal mining and extraction as another valid example of Big Business between 1877-1900. The candidate’s comments on 
this are organised around the 2nd order concept of causation as they state that the development of industrialisation in America led to 
an increased demand for these resources. This sees the candidate reach Level 3. The candidate’s 3rd paragraph relates to slavery and 
cotton production rather than cotton mills and therefore they remain in Level 3 at 8 marks due to their support not being applicable 
to the question. There is no need for a conclusion and so the candidate does not receive extra credit for this. To reach the highest 
mark on this question the candidate could have supported their examples with more specific evidence for example: the size and 
scale of bonanza farms. 
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Question 3

Exemplar 1 6 marks
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Examiner commentary
This candidate begins their response by identifying a valid impact that the railroad had which was the development of more cattle 
ranches. At this point they move into Level 3 for a valid identified point. However, their explanation of this point is invalid and 
focuses on the death of buffalo due to heat which cannot be credited. The candidate then moves on to describe how the railroads 
were built as this question was framed on consequence of the railroad being built this evidence is not applicable to the question 
and so the candidate doesn’t advance beyond Level 3. In their final paragraph the candidate then identifies an additional valid 
impact of the railroad which was that it made migration to the Plains much easier. This allows the candidate to achieve the top mark 
in Level 3 of 6 marks due to having two valid identified points. To continue to move up the mark scheme the candidate would have 
needed to explain these identified points thoroughly in relation to the question. 

Exemplar 2 10 marks
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Examiner commentary
The candidate begins their response with identifying a valid impact that the railroad had on the Plains which was that it made 
travelling to the Plains much safer. At this point the candidate would move into Level 3 for a specific identified impact. The candidate 
then goes onto explain why this was a significant impact by comparing how difficult the journey was before the railroad’s creation. 
At this point the candidate moves into Level 4 for one explained impact. The candidate then identifies another valid impact that 
the railroad had on the Plains which was that the transportation of goods to homesteaders made life easier for those who chose to 
move to the Plains. This is then explained fully with the candidate explaining that without the railroad life would have been much 
more challenging for those who chose to move and therefore the candidate moves into Level 5, 10 marks. They achieve the top 
mark for their response due to their focus on the question throughout and their ability to link all of their explanation on this. 
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Question 4

Exemplar 1 10 marks
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Examiner commentary
The candidate begins their response by describing what slavery was. There is no need for the candidate to do this and their 
response would be improved by going straight into an identified way for how slavery caused Civil War. The candidate moves into 
a valid identified point when they describe the fact that cotton dominated the economy in the south but not in the north. This 
is then explained by the candidate in regards to the fact that the disparity between economies led to tension. This explanation 
however could be stronger and at this point the candidate would achieve Level 3 but 7 marks only. The candidate then identifies an 
alternative argument for causation of Civil War: Secession. Their initial comments about Lincoln promising instant emancipation are 
incorrect however they then go onto explain how the creation of the Confederacy led to two opposing armies which allowed the 
Civil War to happen. This explanation leads to the candidate moving into Level 4 however again their explanation in relation to the 
question could be stronger and so they achieve 10 marks. The candidate then moves onto how the confederacy’s main difference 
links back to slavery and doesn’t develop this into a separate point. Comments on the economic differences are also made again but 
they have been credited in paragraph one. The candidate does identify groups of people who were opposed to slavery: Methodists 
and Quakers however they do not explain this. There is a conclusion however this doesn’t add anything extra to the argument and 
therefore the candidate remains in Level 4 at 10 marks. 
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Exemplar 2 16 marks
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Examiner commentary
This candidate provides a very clearly explained response. They identify all of their points clearly before going onto explain how the 
evidence they have provided caused Civil War. The candidate begins by identifying that economic tensions caused the Civil War, 
they then go onto explain that as slavery was utilised by the south but not the north this created huge tension which contributed 
to Civil War breaking out pushing the candidate into Level 3. The candidate then gives political tension as an argument and the fear 
that the south had that should slaves be freed and gain the vote they would be more powerful than white southerners as well as 
arguing that the population in the south outnumbering those in the north gave southerners more power which created tension. 
This is a weaker constructed argument in comparison to the first paragraph but is valid and is explained and so the candidate would 
move into Level 4. The next argument provided which is linked to slavery is religious differences between north and south with 
Quakers and Methodists provided as support; this is explained again through the differences in opinion on slavery leading to conflict 
and therefore the candidate moves into Level 5. Lincoln’s election is the final argument provided; the candidate argues that the 
confederacy was formed as a direct result of his election and that Lincoln was pro-abolition. Again, this paragraph is not as strong 
as those on economic and religious tensions however they have explained their argument and linked back to the demands of the 
question and therefore they move into Level 6. The candidate does not have a conclusion and therefore cannot achieve the top 
mark in Level 6. Also as the quality of their arguments was weaker for some points than others, they achieve Level 6 but the lower 
mark of 16. 
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Question 5

Exemplar 1 11 marks
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Examiner commentary
The candidate begins by agreeing with the statement that the control and ownership of land caused conflict by identifying a valid 
example which is the Indian Removal Act. The candidate develops this identification into explanation by stating what the act was 
and the divisions and tensions it caused between the Native and white Americans which sees the candidate reach Level 3. The 
candidate then generically describes wars between Indian tribes however there is nothing specific within these comments and 
therefore no extra credit is given. Additionally, the candidate then identifies another valid example for control and ownership of 
land with the Louisiana Purchase however this is described but is not explained in terms of how it caused conflict and therefore the 
candidate remains in Level 3. Slavery is then identified as an alternative argument for tension in the early years of America with the 
differences between north and south going onto be explained. This sees the candidate move into Level 4. The candidate then makes 
a contradictory argument about the Missouri Compromise suggesting slavery was not the main cause of conflict however this isn’t 
a separate argument and therefore the candidate doesn’t make any comments valid for extra credit. There is then a conclusion 
however there is nothing here worthy of extra credit and so the candidate remains at Level 4, 11 marks. 

For this candidate to advance to Level 6 they would need two additional explained points which either agree or disagree that 
control and ownership of land were the main cause of conflict in the early years of America.
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